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ABSTRACT

The aim of the work is to solve the problem of choosing the configuration of microprocessor control systems and software with redundancy (reservation) functions for control of boiler burners of steam generating at the enterprises of oilfield. In article two types of a configuration of a microprocessor control system are offered. In the second type of a configuration reservation happens not only through the main stations, but also via the distributed modules. Application of the second type allows increasing reliability and non-failure operation of a control system. The structure of a microprocessor control system is defined. The program for the second configuration of a control system of steam generating installation is created. Setup of parameters of a control system and parameters of PID-regulators are carried out in SCADA system. Control and display of results of control are carried out also in SCADA system. The description of work with SCADA system is provided in article. A work example is reviewed, windows of displays, adjusting data, setup of automatic regulators are shown.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Introduction of new technologies in the problems of oil production and refining is associated with the use of modern technologies, and the development of automatic control systems on the basis of industrial controllers. The use of industrial controllers provides the necessary and sufficient level of automation [1-5]. Efficiency of use of industrial controllers is defined by their ample opportunities and multifunctionality [6-8]. Steam generating installations are applied in oil refining at the oil industry [9, 10].

The boiler is a part of steam generating installation. The furnace mode and quality of burning of fuel in a boiler are provided by supply of gas and air in a fire chamber and timely removal from a fire chamber of products of combustion. A control system of steam generating installation includes large number of different actuating mechanisms: flue-gas pumps, fans, flow-control valves and other devices and mechanisms.

Quality of work of all these components of a control system influences the general productivity of a boiler. Creating effective in several indicators (criteria) configuration microprocessor control system is an actual task in the development of control system of steam generating installation. The microprocessor control system must meet to the following criteria: safety, multifunctionality, universality at configuring of hardware and software, interchangeability of components («modularity») of system, abilities of system to expansion, abilities of system to connection to the Internet and other.

Universality at configuring hardware and software is connected with possibility of modification of algorithms of functioning, step-by-step debugging of work of a control system. The control system is realized on industrial Siemens microcontrollers [11, 12] with function of full reservation of control of all parameters of boiler burner of steam generating installation. Own reservation of controllers is also provided.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF A CONFIGURATION OF A CONTROL SYSTEM

There is a problem with providing increased reliability microprocessor control system in the development of its configuration. Requirements of high reliability are defined by rules of arranging and safety of operation steam and water-heating boilers [13], systems of distribution and gas consumption [14]. This problem can be solved by programming the controller - software redundancy in compliance with the requirements for software and hardware complexes for automated process control systems of thermal energy systems [15].

In the process of software redundancy the part of the program is loaded in the main controller and a backup controller. If the processor (CPU) of the main controller processes this part of the program, CPU of the reserve controller it passes. This approach prevents a divergence between two program parts, for example, because of interruptions, different cycle times, etc. [16-19].

For a control system of steam generating installation two options of a configuration of a
microprocessor control system with hardware and software redundancy are offered. These configurations allow eliminating errors a component in the central processor, software errors, break of the processor bus, etc.

Redundant system software includes two central processor blocks which are connected through bus system (MPI, PROFIBUS, or Ethernet), and a redundant user program. The user program is loaded into both processors. A controller equipment is completely duplicated on all data inputs-outputs and power key elements that control mechanisms and regulators.

The highly reliable model of the Siemens controller with the high speed of information processing expanded with the working range of climatic conditions is chosen as a core of a control system. This model allows to work with distributed periphery remote control cabinets, directly located at the burners (control cabinets burners - CCB). The first type of a configuration is shown in Figure-1.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure-1.** Configuration № 1.
In such configuration the redundancy of the distributed periphery is carried out through redundancy of the main stations.

The second type of a configuration is shown in Figure-2.

In this configuration, a redundancy is made not only through the main station, but also through the modules distributed periphery.

This type of redundancy allows to greatly improve reliability and non-failure operation of a control system in case of failure of separate modules. Stations of the distributed periphery have completely redundant channels of collection of information and control of mechanisms according to the specified algorithms.

With redundancy software the following errors can be fixed: component failure in the central device (power supply, bus, DP-Master), CPU failure because of hardware or software errors, break of a bus cable of redundant connection or redundant connection of DP-Slave, PROFIBUS-module defect in redundant connection of DP-
Slave [7]. The main elements are two stations S7-300. In each station there is one CPU with the socket for connection of DP-Master system. Both stations are connected via a bus through which data is exchanged.

Connection to the periphery is carried out through two DP-Master systems: one DP-Master system in station «S7-300 main», other DP-Master system in station «S7-300 reserve». Devices distributed periphery ET 200 M are connected to both systems DP-Master through the redundant module DP-Slave. DP-Slave module allows to switch from one interface to another in case of error. Such switching allows one and the other DP-Master systems to monitor the status of the technological process.

The program of control of steam generating installation is created with the help of industrial programming languages (SCL, STL) [18]. The program of control is made on the basis of the second configuration of a microprocessor control system, is processed and displayed by SCADA-system. The main functions of the developed SCADA system are: display system parameters; viewing of archive of system parameters, setup of PID-regulators with a setting PID-coefficients with their display in SCADA-system, display of temporary graphs of parameters on demand, setting of emergency borders of the measured parameters with their display in SCADA-system, setting of warning borders of the measured parameters with their display in SCADA-system.

The terminal of a microprocessor control system of steam generating installation consists of two displays. The window of the display № 1 is shown in Figure-3.

The window of the display № 2 is shown in Figure-4.

The first display displays only working information and is not intended for correction the setting data or input of the current data. On the second display the setting data, time of the printing of the following report, an installation working mode, system alarms, protection and blocking signals, control modes and other information are displayed. Setting data of protections are grouped in four categories: feeding pump (FP), gas and air, steam, chemically cleared water (CCW), deaeration.

To modify the values of the initial data from group it is necessary to activate the group by corresponding switch. Correction of values of setting data is made by click of the left button of a mouse on the corresponding numerical value.

The grouped setting data of protections are shown in Figure-5.

Access rights management is carried out in the application «User Administrator». Running of this application is carried out from the WinCC Explorer program (a package for development of SCADA-systems), located on the taskbar. There are two groups of users with
different priorities: «Administrator group» and «Operators». Operators are added to «Operators» by pressing of the right button of a mouse on the name of group and a choice of the Add user point.

For each new operator it is necessary to enter his login, the password and verify password. Access rights of each operator are changed as follows: it is necessary to allocate the corrected operator and in the right part of a window to note available options of authorization (red LED indicates the permitted authorization). Operator access to the system can be limited in time. To limit the access time of any operator it is necessary to set non-zero value «Automatic Logout after». Time of permitted access is set in minutes.

3. SETUP OF AUTOMATIC REGULATORS

View of window Automatic regulator «Transient mode FP» is shown in Figure-6. This automatic regulator has three setting parameters.

![Figure-6. Automatic regulator «Transient mode FP»](image)

The FP 1-2 TRANSITION Edz (t/h) parameter adjusts a dead zone of an automatic regulator regarding the measured size of adjustable parameter. Adjustable parameter is the water consumption on the steam generator. In Figure-6 parameter has value ±1,5t/h.

The FP 1-2 TRANSITION Timp (×0,1s) parameter adjusts duration of the impulse acting on the rotary mechanism (ESTM) according to the necessary direction of rotation. Parameter is set by an integer with a step 0,1s. In Figure-6 parameter has value 0,5s.

The FP 1-2 TRANSITION Tper1 (×0,1s) parameter adjusts the frequency of the pulse repetition acting on ESTM. Parameter is set by an integer with a step 0,1s. In Figure-6 parameter has value 2,0s.

The automatic regulator gives impulses of control with duration Timp and with the set frequency (Tper1 parameter) on ESTM.

The automatic regulator keeps the «Water consumption on the steam generator» parameter to constants in size, with an accuracy of the measured parameter ±Edz. This automatic regulator works only during the mode of switching between the feeding pumps when both feeding pump are switched on at the same time. Consumption value is given by indication of the measured consumption of value when the second pump is switched on, i.e. at the beginning of the transitional mode of the FP. The automatic regulator influences upon control pulses the ESTM of the FP which is not in manual mode. Thus, the automatic regulator influences the FP opposite chosen for manual control.

View of window Automatic regulator «Water level in the deaerator (DE)» is shown in Figure-7. The automatic regulator has two-level structure. Figure-8 shows that the settings are given separately for each stage. The automatic regulator has fourteen parameters of settings and one information parameter.

![Figure-7. Automatic regulator «Water level in the deaerator»](image)

This parameter sets the setpoint of required level of water in the deaerator, which the automatic regulator strives to keep, changing consumption of chemically cleared water. In Figure-7 parameter has value 600mm of water.

![Figure-8. The work of an automatic regulator «Water level in the deaerator»](image)
The first step of an automatic regulator strives to keep the required water level in DE (it is set by the \(L_{per1}\) parameter) through periodic (with \(T_{per1}\) period) correction (with RSAG1 step) the «The required consumption of CCW on the DE» parameter, reflected by the Rash NUZNO parameter (t/h). Parameters of the second step.

The REGULdz parameter (t/h) adjusts the dead zone of the second step of an automatic regulator regarding the measured value of the adjustable «The required consumption of CCW on the DE» parameter.

«The setting parameter» is the «The required consumption of CCW on the DE» parameter which is corrected by the first step of an automatic regulator. In Figure-7 parameter has value \(\pm 0,25\) t/h. Parameter is set by number to within 1 sign after a comma.

The \(Timp\) \(\times 0,1\) s parameter adjusts duration of the impulse acting on ESTM «The water level in the DE» according to the necessary direction of rotation. Parameter is set by an integer with a step 0,1s. In Figure-7 parameter has value 0,1s.

The TREGUL \(\times 0,1\) s parameter adjusts the frequency of the \(Timp\) pulse repetition acting on ESTM. Parameter is set by an integer with a step 0,1s. In Figure-7 parameter has value 3,0s.

The second step of an automatic regulator strives to keep a constants the «The consumption of CCW on the DE» parameter with an accuracy of the measured parameter \(\pm \text{REGULdz}\). The automatic regulator gives control impulses by \(Timp\) duration and with the frequency set by the TREGUL parameter on ESTM. The setting (basic) value of consumption size is value of an output variable from the first step of an automatic regulator «The required consumption of CCW on the DE» the Rash NUZNO parameter (t/h). The Rash NUZNO parameter (t/h) is a service parameter and can be changed by automatic regulator automatically in the regulation process. Parameter will be displayed as information, but if necessary, the manual adjustment of this parameter is also provided.

In the beginning the automatic regulator compares the previous value of the mismatch module of adjustable parameter (water level in DE) and the current value, and then gives out output action. If the current value is more previous (i.e. there is a tendency to increase the size of a mismatch of adjustable parameter), output impact is given on the «The required consumption of CCW on the DE» parameter also through the second step of an automatic regulator on the «Measured consumption of CCW on the DE» parameter. If there is a tendency to reduce a size of a mismatch, the automatic regulator continues the analysis of adjustable parameter, but output impacts on ESTM aren’t given.

View of window Automatic regulator «Vapor pressure for own needs» is shown in Figure-9. This and other automatic regulator has one-stage structure, i.e. output influence of an automatic regulator is given directly for the ESTM mechanical regulator.
regulator strives to support adjusting data, giving on the ESTM mechanical regulator single impulses duration of $T_{imp}$ and with frequency of $T_{per}$. In Figure-9 parameter has value 5.0 kgf/cm$^2$.

The $Edz$ parameter (kgf/cm$^2$) adjusts a dead zone of an automatic regulator regarding the measured size of adjustable parameter. In Figure-9 parameter has value $\pm 0.1$ kgf/cm$^2$.

The $T_{imp}$ ($\times 0.1$ s) parameter adjusts duration of the impulse acting on ESTM «The water level in the DE» according to the necessary direction of rotation. Parameter is set by an integer with a step 0.1 s. In Figure 9 parameter has value 4.0 s.

The $T_{per1}$ (s) parameter adjusts the frequency of repetition of the size analysis of adjustable parameter (vapor pressure for own needs) and correction of position of regulator of ESTM by giving of an impulse $T_{imp}$ duration. Parameter is set by an integer with a step 1.0 s. In Figure-7 parameter has value 3.0 s. The $T_{per1}$ parameter is set by an integer with a step 1.0 s. In Figure-9 parameter has value 8.0 s. The $P_{per1}$ parameter ($\times 0.1$ kgf/cm$^2$) adjusts the range of the setting data $T_{per1}$.

It is the module of a deviation size of the measured the «Vapor pressure for own needs» parameter from the set adjusting size $P_{ust}$. Frequency of repeat analysis of the value of the control parameter is $T_{p1}$ seconds. In Figure-9 $P_{per1}$ parameter has value 0.2 kgf/cm$^2$.

In a case a mismatch of the set vapor pressure for own needs and the measured vapor pressure for own needs more $P_{per2}$, but less $P_{per2}$, an automatic regulator is guided by $T_{per2}$ setting. In Figure-9 these parameters are, respectively, 0, 2 kgf/cm$^2$, 0, 3 kgf/cm$^2$ and 6.0 s. In case of a mismatch of the set water level in the DE and the measured water level in the DE more $P_{per2}$, the automatic regulator is guided by $T_{per2}$ setting. In Figure-9 these parameters are, respectively, 0, 3 kgf/cm$^2$ and 3.0 s.

The $Emes$ parameter ($\times 0.1$ kgf/cm$^2$) sets mismatch module size between the required vapor pressure for own needs and the measured value at which the screen displays warning information message about need of manual correction of a vapor pressure for own needs. This automatic regulator analyzes the previous and current size of a mismatch between the set and measured adjustable parameters. Output impact on the MEO mechanical regulator is given only if there is a tendency to increase of indicator module of a mismatch between set and measured size of adjustable parameter. View of window Automatic regulator «Vapor pressure in the DE» is shown in Figure-10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{per1}$</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{per2}$</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{per3}$</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure-10. Automatic regulator «Vapor pressure in the DE».

This automatic regulator is similar to an automatic regulator «A vapor pressure for own needs», but the $P_{ust}$ parameter (kgf/cm$^2$) sets the required value of a vapor pressure directly at the outlet from the steam generator. The principle of regulation and the meaning of the indicators presented in Figure-10 are similar to the parameters given in Figure-9.

View of window Automatic regulator «Vapor pressure on a well» is shown in Figure-11. The principle of regulation and the meaning of the indicators presented in Figure-11 are similar to the parameters given in Figure-10 and described previously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{per2}$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{per3}$</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure-11. Automatic regulator «Vapor pressure on a well».

4. CONCLUSIONS

In materials of this article it is shown that use of industrial controllers for the solution of problems of control of technological processes is connected with a choice of structure of a control system and development of the special software. Difference of the received results from the earlier known [1 - 5, 9, 10] consists that for controlling of steam generating installation for the enterprises of production and oil refining, two options of a configuration of a microprocessor control system are offered.

The control system configuration choice with software redundancy that allowed to greatly improving reliability and non-failure operation of a control system in case of failure of separate modules is justified. SCADA
system for the solution of task of control of steam generating installation is developed. The example of setup of automatic regulators is given.
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